2020 UBJLS Winners

**Grand Champion Lamb**
Exhibited by Cooper Jackson
Bought by Kerry Gibson for Congress, Morcon, Chrisofferson Welding, Common Sense Inspection, Dan’s Tire Service of Vernal, Sunny Q Ranch, LLL Weed Control, B&D RV Center, Brad & Susan Horrocks

**Reserve Champion Lamb**
Exhibited by Grady Jackson
Bought by LLL Weed Control, B&D RV Center, Common Sense Inspection, Morcon, Deven Oaks, Robin Sadlier
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**Grand Champion Goat**
Exhibited by Blake Holmes
Bought by Roofing World, B&D RV Center, Holmes Club Lambs, Greg & Heather Jensen, Doyle & Tammy Holmes

**Reserve Champion Goat**
Exhibited by Jace Walk
Bought by IFA, Walk Boer Goats, Roofing World, B&D RV Center, Matt Betts Trucking, Dan’s Tire Service of Vernal
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Grand Champion Steer
Exhibited by Brilee Birchell

Bought by Uintah Pack, Auto Tech, Kevin & Janice Dickson, Home Turf, Liberty Corner, Brad & Susan Horrocks, Get Glazed, Cooley Family, Fischer Family, Del Dickson Law Firm, Jackie Dickson, Margaret Dickson, Bullocks, Moon Lake Electric, STRATA Networks, Evans Family Media, Vernal Floral, B&D RV Center, WestRoc, IFA of Vernal, Janis Sethness, Jeff Wilson, Kailsy Hatch, Big O of Roosevelt, RV Bar Angus, Mary Sethness

Reserve Champion Steer
Exhibited by Waylon Wilkins

Bought by Ashley Valley Veterinary Clinic, Murray Motor, Moon Lake Electric, IFA Agronomy, Big B Equipment, Dan’s Tire Service of Vernal, Robert Kay, Brad & Susan Horrocks, IFA of Vernal, GM Fertilizer, Western Ag Credit, Don Fitzgerald, RV Bar Angus Ranch
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**Grand Champion Hog**
Exhibited by Dallie Jo Pehrson

Bought by George Holmes, Jolley Orthodontics, High Voltage Inc., Nebco, Reinhardt Refrigeration, JRH, Blue Northern, 5 Sons, STRATA Networks, Brad & Susan Horrocks, Christopherson Welding, B&D RV Center, Pehrson Show Cattle, Price Pumping, J&C Enterprises, State Farm of Roosevelt

**Reserve Champion Hog**
Exhibited by Jaxie Marx

Bought by Wild West Meats, Blackburn Mortuary, NAPA, Gary & Jody Marx, TJ’s Tire Pros, Gary Insulation, SCI Automation, Pro West Engineering, William & Jessee Scott